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Abstract
This paper presents an illustrated introduction to an alternate cosmology, Quantum Temporal Cosmology (QTC), an updated review based upon extensive observational data concerning the nature of the redshift and the structure of time.
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Introduction

This is a modified version of a paper (Tifft 2013) presented at the ”Origins of the Expanding
Universe: 1912-1932” Conference in September 2012 held in honor of V. M. Slipher, the first
person to measure redshifts of external galaxies in 1912 at Lowell Observatory. The redshift
itself was not (and probably could not have been), carefully tested to see if it was consistent
with the concept of a dynamical expansion of space much before I began a study in 1970. In
the meantime, the concept of expanding dynamical spatial cosmologies was widely accepted.
Subsequent study was dedicated to defining the character of spatial expansion and rarely to
questioning the nature of the redshift itself. Many problems have emerged including dark
matter and dark energy, which can be addressed in an alternate cosmology.
My dissertation at Caltech and continued studies at Lowell Observatory in 1963-1964 involving photometry as a function of radius indicated that some galaxies had abnormally
blue or red nuclei (Tifft 1963, 1969). This was early evidence of active nuclear studies to
come. A 1970 paper reported unexpected possible correlations of nuclear photometry with
redshifts of Virgo Cluster galaxies (Tifft 1972a). The concept that there could be any relationship between an intrinsic property of galaxies (nuclear photometry) and an extrinsic
property (redshift) was clearly inconsistent with classical views, but ultimately led to a new
approach to cosmology. Most findings have been published in peer reviewed journals and
are brought together here to demonstrate a consistent picture. Illustrations are grouped
by subject matter and referenced by location in each figure. Further details are in references. The paper is suitable for most readers with some professional details in brackets.
This preview, which stands by itself, provides an introduction to a future book, ”Redshift,
Key to Cosmology”, which brings a more detailed story together. Verifiable observations
lead to Quantum Temporal Cosmology, QTC, where the redshift as observably quantized
can be discussed in terms of the structure of time. Similar concepts within particle physics
permit calculation of fundamental particle properties and forces. The paper is developed
historically beginning with a detailed study of the Coma Cluster of galaxies.
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Redshift-Magnitude Bands

Figure 1 illustrates the subject of redshift-magnitude diagrams, detailed correlations between
the redshift and magnitudes of galaxies which should not exist in conventional dynamically
based cosmologies. The first clear example was found within the central part of the Coma
Cluster (Tifft 1972b), and is shown at upper left in Figure 1. Redshifts (Vo ) are in km/s
and V magnitudes refer to the central 4.8 arc second nuclear region of each galaxy. The
standard expectation if the redshift was a velocity would be a scatter diagram with a spread
determined by the mass of the cluster. Instead a well defined redshift-magnitude band
pattern emerged with bands sloping fainter with increasing redshift. A second correlation
is also present, ellipticals (solid dots) have a distinctly different average redshift than later
type galaxies (open circles). The illustration at lower left (Tifft 1973a) demonstrates that
the bands converge toward zero redshift, therefore are scaled versions of each other. [They
are parallel in a log(redshift)-total magnitude diagram and appear to form a convergent
set toward higher redshift with a standard slope of 4.28 magnitudes per factor of two in
redshift.] After extensive discussion the likelihood that the pattern was a random deviation
from the expected classical scatter diagram was placed at 0.0005 (Tifft 1974a).
The band studies were quickly extended to the outer parts of the Coma Cluster, and Abell
2199, shown at upper right, was found to contain the same patterns as a direct extension
of the Coma structure (Tifft 1974a). In 1973 a band system was found for quasars (Tifft
1973b), and in 1976 bands were demonstrated in the core of the Perseus cluster (Tifft 1977b).
The diagram at lower right shows a redshift-magnitude diagram derived from data published
for the high redshift [z = 0.3] cluster 1358+62 studied by Fisher et al. (1998). Banding is
present in the outer portion. This result is unpublished.
Another significant step was taken in 1974 at IAU Symposium 58 when an improved and
extended sample of the Coma Cluster was shown to break up into a substructure of more
steeply tilted cross-bands (Tifft 1974a). This is shown in the upper left of Figure 2. The
substructure (called X-groups or cross bands) was discussed in the Astrophysical Journal in
conjunction with related correlations (Tifft 1979). The paper is remarkable in that it was
published with a rare editorial disclaimer noting that the structure could not be dismissed
and could be of ”considerable importance.” The split figure at right shows the Abell 1367
cluster, using total magnitudes, to illustrate that subgroups and bands superimpose between
clusters. The lower frame maps the Coma bands onto Abell 1367 with solid lines. The lower
slope is due to nuclear magnitudes used in the Coma Cluster, which omit outlying parts of
progressively brighter galaxies. Abell 1367 is lower in redshift. It shows the leading subgroup
on the upper Coma band extending further toward lower redshift. This continues with the
addition of the still lower redshift Perseus Cluster as shown in the lower left illustration
with open circles where a new lower subgroup is developing. Galaxies from Abell 194, 347,
and the NGC 507 group were found to further strengthen the new group. Structures within
bands appear to grow toward lower redshift in clusters viewed less far back in time.
Figure 3 illustrates important correlations within the band structure involving morphology
and activity (Tifft 1979). The upper left frame shows how early elliptical galaxies around
the core of the Coma Cluster concentrate between two substructures while later type S0
galaxies separate into groups on either side. The effect is quite universal. The lower left
diagram shows the Abell 262 group with galaxy type distinguished on the vertical scale (Tifft
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& Cocke 1987). Radio sources (boxed symbols) hug the transition between the ellipticals
and the higher redshift group, distinctly above the cluster average redshift. The same radio
activity pattern appears in the Coma Cluster (Tifft & Tarenghi 1975, 1977) as shown at
lower right. The dashed line marks the cluster average redshift. Vertical columns of early
type galaxies appear to align with band heads and associate with both radio and emission
line activity. An unpublished study of the core of the [z = 0.3] cluster 1358+62 shows the
same split of morphology about the redshift pattern for ellipticals.

One remarkable example of such a pattern is provided by a superposition of five compact
groups, including Stephan’s Quintet, containing unusual members with ’discordant’ low
redshifts. After standard galactic corrections they superimpose perfectly, including the
discordant objects. This is shown at upper right in Figure 3 compared with the Coma plus
Abell 1367 band diagram. Both the early type galaxies (filled circles) and the discordant
group fall at structure gaps as seen for cluster ellipticals, while the fainter objects turn to fit
the next lower band and spirals (x) fit cross bands. See Tifft (1979) for further discussion.
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The Quantized Redshift

As redshift quality increased using multiple new spectra a finer redshift pattern emerged, the
redshift itself took on a quantized structure (discreet discontinuous values, here periodically
spaced). The top of the upper left frame of Figure 4 shows the brightest Coma band with
old low quality redshifts originally used. Large circles in the lower frame show improved
values (Tifft 1974a). A detailed study of the cluster (Tifft 1977a) later established that a
basic periodicity close to 72.5 km/s pervaded the entire cluster.

The immediate focus was to provide more evidence the redshift was quantized and not continuous as required by gravitational dynamics. Work turned to a detailed study of binary
galaxies as ideal objects to determine if the redshift was quantized or continuous as required
by orbital dynamics. Projection effects alone in a random distribution of dynamically well
isolated pairs should yield a pattern of redshift differences peaking at zero (Tifft 1977a).
The lower left diagram in Figure 4 is a composite of five major studies. The upper section
combines three 21 cm investigations. The first available study was by Peterson (1979), analyzed for quantization in 1980 (Tifft 1980b), and subsequently extended using new redshift
data from Steward and Cornell. For comprehensive discussions and references refer to Tifft
& Cocke (1989), Cocke & Tifft (1991), and Cocke (1992). The second part adds a high
quality optical sample by Schweizer (1987). The lower frame adds high quality data from a
large optical study at Steward Observatory discussed in Tifft (1982).
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Two important conclusions are apparent in Figure 4. First, quantization of the redshift with
a basic period close to a 72 km/s period was strongly confirmed. Second, the lowest peak
is displaced from zero, suggesting an exclusion principle is operating (forbidding identical
values). There is no evidence gravitational dynamics plays a role within binary galaxies.
The lack of evidence for dynamical interaction in galaxy pairs was tested independent of
quantization using orientation measured by the angle from north through east between pairs
(Tifft 1980a). Pairs were found to occupy regions, (designated as clouds in the upper right
frame of Figure 4), with similar redshifts and orientation. Sets of adjacent clouds were found
to progress in location and redshift, mapping supercluster filaments. Orientations, however,
remained aligned, changing only slowly and progressively from cloud to cloud along filaments. Figure 4 (lower right) shows the alignment for three clouds in one filament. Position
angle is repeated through two cycles to show the redshift-alignment pattern. If pairs are
unrelated, classical orbital motion and projection should destroy any angular correlation as
well as quantization. Again, there is no evidence for classical orbital gravitational interaction. Evidence was growing that an alternate cosmology was needed. QTC provides a
model where galaxies can fission into pairs and appear aligned. Fissioning, the inverse of
merging, should show initial interaction as seen, but once separated gravity appears to play
no large scale role between galaxies.
Redshift-magnitude related investigations indicated patterns correlated and superimposed
from point to point when corrected for galactic rotation. By the early 1980s the combined
likelihood that quantization was an accidental effect was less than one part in 106 (Tifft &
Cocke 1984). The next step was to see if individual redshifts fit together globally.
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The first rest frame was the galactic center. Transformation involved three numbers, θ
for transverse galactic rotation, π for radial motion, and Z for polar motion in galactic
coordinates. Initial studies searched for periods near 72 km/s or its harmonics over ranges
of transformation constants. A study was begun in the 1980s (Tifft & Cocke 1984) using a
large sample from the second Fisher-Tully catalog of 21 cm redshifts (Fisher & Tully 1981).
Strong periodicities were quickly found at 24.15 km/s, 1/3 of 72, for dwarf galaxies with
narrow 21 cm line profiles, and 36.2 km/s for galaxies with the widest profiles. Both had the
same transformation, (231, −35, +1), with uncertainties of 2 km/s. The radial π component
implied our galaxy was slowly expanding, with otherwise normal galactic rotation. The
upper left frame of Figure 5 is a (π, P eriod) number density correlation for the 24 km/s
period. The right frame contains ’phase-width’ diagrams for the wide profiles. Phase is the
fractional part of the redshift divided by a period. Periodic redshifts will have the same
phase. Width (W ) is the width of the 21 cm profile, which distinguishes galaxy types and
specific periodic galaxy families. Phase diagrams are repeated through two cycles to clearly
show periodicities. The 72.5 km/s phase-width diagram at far right shows alternate 36 km/s
periods shift in width indicating finer harmonic substructure is present.
The redshift was clearly globally quantized locally although we were unable to show quantization in distant structures, notably the Virgo Cluster. We would need to transform to
the cosmic background rest frame to accomplish that as will be subsequently demonstrated.
The galactocentric frame apparently applied only within our local ’cloud’ of galaxies. Two
British scientists, Guthrie and Napier (1991) confirmed the 36 km/s periodicity using independent local dwarf spiral galaxy redshifts as shown in the lower left phase-width diagram.
News and popular articles appeared. The work was clearly inconsistent with ’established’
dynamical concepts.
Questions arose concerning accuracy and repeatability of 21 cm redshifts, important for
evaluation of quantization significance. John Cocke and I therefor obtained redshifts for
625 galaxies using the Green Bank 91 meter (300 ft) radio telescope between May 1984 and
January 1986 (Tifft & Cocke 1988). Values with signal-to-noise above 15 repeated within
1 km/s and above S/N = 5 within 5 km/s. Narrow profile objects were better. 21 cm
redshifts involve precise frequency measurements linked to atomic time standards. [Accuracy
is determined by bandwidth and correlator channel width used.] It is virtually impossible
to make significant errors at high S/N . During 1987-1988 detailed comparisons between
the Green Bank 300-foot and 140-foot telescopes and the Bonn, Germany 100-m instrument
found no significant differences (Tifft & Huchtmeier 1990). Multiple object comparisons for
short time intervals can be made within a fraction of a km/s. In 1988 precision redshift
standards were established (Tifft 1990). Work with the 140-foot continued through 1997.
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Redshift Variation

Important new developments emerged from the 21 cm studies. By comparing with older data
we found the redshift was apparently changing. The upper left diagram in Figure 6 shows
a progressive deviation pattern for observations extending back in time (Tifft 1991). To
discuss variation a ’phase-deviation’ diagram is needed. New minus old redshift differences
are plotted (in a twice repeated redshift phase cycle) at some epoch. Since variability affects
phasing, transforms were reviewed. Final values adopted were (232.4, −36.5, 1.2) km/s.
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If redshift increases with distance through quantized levels as observed, there must be transitions between levels. The upper right diagram in Figure 6 is a phase-deviation diagram
(Tifft 1991) for the 24 km/s period. There is a progressive slope in phase. The diagram
implies many longer periodicities can be modulations of shorter periods. The narrow profile
24 km/s periodicity was subsequently shown to be such a modulation (Tifft 1988, 1991),
the shortest being 2.6657 km/s, a period we would soon learn how to predict.

Two figures at the bottom of Figure 6 show continuity in variability. Robert’s data in
Figure 6 are twice as old as the Fisher-Tully data compared with Tifft-Cocke observations
in the mid 1980s. The x symbols in the lower frames are the Robert’s data, filled circles are
Fisher-Tully data, both with deviations relative to Tifft-Cocke. Displaced points shift in
phase within specific phase-deviation patterns. Further, the phase of the patterns are not
arbitrary, they fall at 0.5 and 1.0. Variation patterns have nonrandom phase relationships
with our galaxy and transformation reference frames used. I will discuss redshift variation
further after reviewing some theory for professional readers.
We anticipated some nonlinearity of redshift with distance might be present, a ’cosmological
correction’ to redshift (denoted as z = V /c) equivalent to curvature or deceleration (qo )
in classical cosmology. Short periods are sensitive to such effects even at low redshifts.
Theoretical studies by John Cocke suggested redshift intervals could vary as the square root
of the Hubble constant H(t), (the rate of universal expansion), which can be written as a
function of observed z and qo . Using this relationship a conversion between observed and
corrected quantized redshifts can be found if qo is known.
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A study looking for the 24 km/s periodicity [in quasar Lyman Alpha Forest differential
redshifts (Cocke & Tifft 1989)] found such a period at a 99 percent confidence level for
qo = 1/2. Subsequent studies using galaxies
(Tifft 1996b) found no detectable deviation
p
of qo from 1/2. The relationship for H(z, qo ) was therefore used to derive equation (1)
relating corrected z, called zLT (Lehto-Tifft), to observed zo , [by integrating in a Taylor
series about qo = 1/2, which for qo = 1/2 leaves only the zero order term], providing
corrections for redshift quantization analysis at any z.
zLT = 4[(1 + zo )1/4 − 1]

(1)

The left diagrams in Figure 7 show z dependence in the 2.6657 periodicity is removed by the
above equation. With this equation our understanding of quantization was about to change
as we transferred to the cosmic background (CBR) rest frame, and a Finnish physicist
contacted me with a possible mechanism to explain quantized redshifts.
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An Interesting Theory, and Verification

In 1992 a letter arrived from Ari Lehto, a physicist in Finland, enclosing a paper which
could predict properties of matter and energy. His paper, published in the Chinese Journal
of Physics (Lehto 1990) could predict particle properties and redshift periodicities. The
premise was simple; the starting point of known physics lies at the Planck scale, the Planck
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time, mass, energy, etc.. He let these units decay by a well known process of period doubling,
by factors of two. The Inverse of the Planck time is Planck frequency, which is directly
proportional to Planck energy. Time and energy are fundamentally related. The Planck
unit for transport of free energy is the speed of light, c. Lehto let units decay as U 2−D
where D is the doubling number and U the appropriate Planck unit. In fact c2−D does
precisely generate 73 and 36 km/s redshift periods at D = 12 & 13. However, to fit particle
properties Lehto found he needed to take the cube root of the doubling relationship, which
reduces a 3-dimensional energy volume to an energy density. The implication being that
time (and it’s inverse, energy), is 3-dimensional, and specific axial decay levels associate
with permitted energy packets. Energy patterns in the cube root form are sufficient to
match stable particle properties and the fundamental forces, but not all redshifts. For mass
energy the three temporal volume axes are specific cube root powers of two. For redshifts
I found a second cube root applies, indicating finer structure for the massless photon. All
possible redshift periods are given by ninth root levels within the set of doublings,
P = c2−

9D+T
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,

(2)

where T ranges from 0 to 8 (for the nine possible roots). Equation (2) precisely defines all
observed redshift periods, and predicted the 2.67 km/s period found empirically in galactocentric work. Tables in Figure 7 list common periods found and the type of galaxies
associated with T values. The 2.67 km/s period is predicted in T = 7 at the 16th doubling
level for galaxy types where it was detected. As Professor Emeritus, retired from the Steward Observatory, University of Arizona, I have developed both cosmological and particle
physics aspects subsequently for publication as noted in the introduction.
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Quantization in the Cosmic Rest Frame

Attention was now focused on the cosmic background frame to determine how it would
affect quantization. We could now address higher redshifts, and the CBR vertex provided a
starting point to find an optimum transformation. We immediately found no restriction to
local galaxies and detected quantization in the Virgo cluster and elsewhere to redshifts in
excess of 20,000 km/s. The upper left diagram in Figure 8 shows a period spectrum of one
sample in the Virgo cluster. All peaks marked correspond to predicted periods. Power is an
exponential measure of significance of each peak. The lower left figure shows when searches
were made by shifting in steps between the set of predicted periods, the average power
dropped symmetrically and peaked precisely at predicted values. The period set is unique
and apparently complete. The cosmological correction tunes redshift periods precisely and
no deviations from predictions are detectable. The phase-width plot at lower right in Figure
8 provides a verification of periodicities in the dominant pure doubling T = 0 set over a
several thousand km/s redshift range. It shows pattern breaks at profile widths near 200
and 400 km/s, initially defined in early local studies. The optimum transformation deviates
slightly and consistently in the radial π component from the CBR vertex. Power contour
maps in Figure 8 using short predicted periods show long redshift baselines consistently
define the vertex. Vertical lines to the right mark the left edge of the original CBR vertex
error box. There is very good agreement in other coordinates. A small x marks the adopted
quantization vertex (−243, −31, 275) in the galactic coordinate system.
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T = 0 pure doubling periods are dominant, followed by T = 6, equivalent to cube root 0
and 2 values which dominate particle energy fits. T =1, 5 and 7 are also present, represent
flanking periods to T = 0 and 6, and require the ninth root rule to generate them. Other
T values are rare but cannot be ruled out completely. The cosmic frame transverse transformation component cancels the galactocentric value. There is no evidence of rotation in
the cosmic frame. The radial value confirms galactic expansion. The cosmic transformation
constants add to zero. This is a temporal transformation and in QTC time is conserved.
For a more comprehensive discussion of early work in the CBR frame see (Tifft 1996b).
Figure 9 concerns redshift variability effects (Tifft 1997a) found using the ten year baseline
between Fisher-Tully (F or FT) and Tifft-Cocke (TC) 21 cm redshift surveys. Several
criteria are important for choosing subsamples. Figure 8 indicated phase-width patterns
change at certain profile width values, which may be where redshift variation is occurring.
Profile shape, asymmetry A, is also related to redshift variability. Quantum transition
probabilities are determined by overlap of quantum states. If 21 cm profiles represent such
states, shape will affect transition timing and cause phase shifts. Asymmetry range in
samples is therefor often restricted for clarity.
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The top row of Figure 9 concerns a TCF sample of the most symmetric profiles bridging the
W = 200 km/s phase break. It shows the 18 km/s periodicity at phase 0.5. The same sample
with unrestricted A in Figure 6 included the Robert’s data and matches the Cancer region
of Arecibo redshifts in Figure 8. Similar samples correspond globally in phase. The power
spectrum of the TCF sample is shown to the right. The 18 km/s T = 0 period generates
a power peak of 12. The chance of finding a given power by accident is exponential, e−w ,
where w is the peak power. The second power peak at w = 7 corresponds to T = 1.
The presence of such flanking T values is suspected to be symptomatic of redshift changes
occurring.

The second row of diagrams in Figure 9 looks at positive asymmetry in a slightly higher width
range at the shorter 9.15 km/s T = 0 period, (D, T ) = (15, 0) in the Figure 7 table. Angled
cascade lines are shown relating phase to deviation. The diagram to the right expands the
deviation scale to show a sequence of individual shifts at the (17,0) D,T 2.29 km/s sub-
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period. It appears that three or four shifts occurred within about ten years between FT
and TC data. Clear deviation gaps certify to redshift precision, and that transitions must
be rapid since there is no blurring between steps. There are no transit time delays within
galaxies, just as in atomic transitions. The third row in Figure 9 shows spiral galaxies with
profiles 100 to 300 km/s wide at the 18 km/s T = 0 period restricted by morphological t
index (larger t for later types). There appears to be little doubt that redshift is a quantized
and variable quantity.

The Cardiff Symposium in honor of Fred Hoyle in 2002 provided an opportunity to extend
quantization concepts to high redshift (Tifft 2003). I had everything needed, the cosmic
rest frame, the cosmic correction, and a periodicity model. The infamous quasar peaks can
be explained. The upper right table in Figure 10 shows that when converted to LehtoTifft redshifts they are basic fractions of c, readily generated by doubling decay and mixing
in early doubling patterns. The process appears to generates primarily T =1,5,6 and 7
doubling families from the fundamental T = 0 sequence. Other T values are absent or rare.
Figures on the left show combinations of the expected T values generate peaks seen in the
3C radio source catalog and similar patterns found for quasars and active galaxies. The
figure at lower right shows a fit to Hubble Deep Field redshifts from Cohen et al. (1996).
Many further detail and examples will be found in the forthcoming book and (Tifft (2003).
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Quantum Temporal Cosmology

I formulated Quantum Temporal Cosmology beginning from Lehto’s initial letter in 1992.
The model has proven to be consistent with redshift quantization, particle properties, and
observational evidence summarized in this presentation (and much more).

The theory is founded upon time being three dimensional (called tau-space) with matter (in
spaces called sigma-spaces) flowing out radially from a near-singular origin in time. This is
a temporal flow in tau-space defining c, not a spatial velocity. As energy decays, doubling
processes produce quantization, define properties of matter, and generate observational effects discussed. Steps are being taken to define a much more extensive and mathematical
background. The upper left diagram in Figure 11 is a conceptual picture of tau-space expansion where sigma-spaces (galaxies) flow out radially on timelines. There are two expansions
from the point of view of galaxies which are effectively ’particles’ in tau-space. There is
temporal (radial)l and spatial (lateral) expansion as timelines grow and separate sigma
spaces, which seems to resolve the dark energy problem. The diagram at lower left shows
the dual redshift prediction in QCT appears to fit supernova data. The different structure
further indicates that lookback geometry in 3-d time corresponds to a logarithmic spiral.
The figure at right illustrates time-time lookback geometry with observed redshifts marked.
Present maximum observed redshifts are far from the origin (since the dual expansion in
14

QTC is absent in classical cosmology and ascribed to dark energy). When converted to zLT
observed zo = 11.24, at a divergence angle of 1.5 radians, reduces to zLT = 3.48 (equation
1). In QTC at zLT = 3.48 the universe is slightly less than 1/4 of its present age, leaving
much time to form structures (which are formed in quite a different way in QTC). Other
classical problems, dark matter and redshift quantization itself have plausible explanations
within QTC.
QTC is highly verifiable, with many observable effects. Quantization has been consistently
confirmed and no evidence for large scale dynamics has been found beyond the scale of
individual galaxies. All but a few key references have been published in professional journals and are readily available. For other reviews or specific portions thereof see Tifft (1995,
1996a, 1997b) and Tifft et al. (1996). A review (Tifft 1996c) provides an early summary
of applications to particle physics and cosmology. By presenting concepts in a cohesive
form QTC may draw further attention. That is one of the reasons for presenting this summary on this blog. General relativity is a continuous dynamical theory which is important
within galaxies (sigma spaces), but does not describe time (tau-space) which falls within
the quantum domain central to QTC.
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